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Paragon Lodging Pampered Pet Program 

 
 
Paragon Lodging endeavors to be pet friendly. Pets may be allowed with prior 
approval in certain Paragon Lodging homes but only under strict supervision.   
 
I agree to follow the following pet policy: 
 
1. Dogs are the only pets allowed.  
2. Pets are allowed in designated pet homes only.  
3. Pets are NOT allowed on furniture and bed comforters. 
4. Breckenridge and Summit County have leash laws, and pets will be kept on a 

leash at all times. 
5. I agree to pick up all pet waste.  
6. I agree to pay a nonrefundable pet deposit fee of $150.00 per pet, in full and in 

advance, based on Paragon Lodging’s Deposit Schedule. 
7. Barking or other pet behavior that disturbs or interferes with neighbors is not 

allowed. 
8. I take full responsibility for the action of my pet including damages AND 

excessive hair in the home I will be staying in. I agree to pay for any such 
damage immediately and in full. I further authorize Paragon Lodging to deduct 
recovery fees from my security deposit or charge my credit card. Damages and 
excessive hair are not covered by the $150.00 per pet fee. 

9. If any bedding or furniture in the home requires cleaning due to pet hair or 
damage by pet, I will take responsibility for having these items cleaned or dry 
cleaned at my expense. If any carpets spots need to be cleaned professionally, 
I will take full responsibility for the cost of the cleaning.  Pet fees do not cover 
additional cleaning costs.  

10. I agree to indemnify and save harmless Paragon Lodging from and against any 
and all losses, claims damages and liabilities (including attorney's fees and 
expenses) actually or allegedly caused by the actions of my pet. 

11. I agree that if my pet or I violate any of the pet policy, and I am asked to leave, 
I will do so and not expect any refund for any part of my registered stay.  
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Date_____________________ 
 
Reservation Number ____________ 
 
Fee is $150 PER APPROVED  PET   
Pet Deposit Paid $150.00  Yes _________    
 
 
 Pet  Breed   ______________________ 
 
 
Pet’s Name ______________________________ 
 
 
Use Credit Card # on File    yes /no        please circle 
If no, call our office with a new method of payment 
 
 
Guest Signature __________________________________________   
 
 
We are looking forward to pampering you at Paragon – Woof  
 

 


